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<<<<< BEGIN MISSION >>>>>
Lt. Kat Maguire
::standing getting ready to investigate new life form readings::
Ens. Marin Walters
::continues scans of the ship::
Ens. John Sea
::adjusting helm, keeping her steady::
Nefani
::watching the two officers quietly::
Lt. Winston
::::enters bridge for duty::::
Capt. French
:: Shifting on the Chair .... feeling uneasy ..::
Ens. John Sea
::monitoring commercial traffic along established routes::
Ens. Marin Walters
::turns Ops over to Winston, moves to Tac::
Ens. John Sea
CO: Good morning Captain
Lt. Winston
:::: logs into comp console and assumes duty:::
Capt. French
:: Looks at Ens. Sea ... Stands up ::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::walks with Nefani and the counselor down the corridor::
Capt. French
Sea : Good morning Ensign ... 
Lt. Kat Maguire
::checking sensor scans on Tricorder::
Lt. Winston
Ens Walters: thanks......
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Still maintaining lock on the AT...
Nefani
@ Where are we going?
Ens. John Sea
::continuing to monitor shipping lanes::
Capt. French
Sea : Nav Status please ?
Ens. Marin Walters
::nods, smiling, at Winston:: No problem, Lt.
Capt. French
Walters : Ok ... warn me if you start loosing it .. I want to be on top of it.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: do you have any idea if there are any other life forms on board?
Ens. John Sea
CO: Starfleet weather buoys are reporting increased ion activity in the area
Nefani
@ Do you mean besides the rest of the crew and the Guardians?
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Sir:  I'm also maintaining a separate lock on the alien girl, to be transported to a secure area, if need be.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: The Guardians?  Who are they?
Capt. French
Sea : Any concern for us to stay along with this .. :: Motion to the screen :: ... thing ?
Capt. French
Walters : Any results from the transporter lock data analysis ?
Nefani
@ I've never met one... they have their own section of the ship, they give us power and stuff.
Ens. John Sea
CO: no problems at present will keep you advised
Lt. Winston
::: going over power allocation::::
Capt. French
Sea : Thanks.
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Regarding the risk factor of beaming Nefani aboard?  Relatively low risk, as I recall.  I could slave the science console to mine and reevaluate.
Ens. John Sea
::connecting to meteorological information net on current system::
Lt. Winston
:::::checking duty placements and AT personnel:::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Could you take us to where the Guardians are?
Capt. French
Walters : No .. I meant about the life-form herself ... any idea from her origin ??
Capt. French
XO : Last report from the AT ?
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Ah, no, she matches nothing in our database, sir.
Nefani
@ I guess, but I could get in trouble.  Only the Captain is allowed to go into the Guardian Area.
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO: Captain, I have been able to gain a certain amount of control here...
Capt. French
Walters : Nothing .... 
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  Running an analysis of the data again.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: And the Captain is not awake, right?
Capt. French
Walters : Please do ...
Ens. Marin Walters
::reconfigures the analysis parameters on Nefani::
Capt. French
{#} Rockman : Ok .. keep us advised ... what do you control as of now ?
Cnslr. Rockman
@CO:...I would guess about 50%, maybe less.  It appears there is a problem with their power grid.
Ens. John Sea
CO: Starcharts indicate the binary stars at the edge of system generate a significant amount of energy
Cnslr. Rockman
@CO: I'm scanning now trying to get a better interface through my Tricorder.
Capt. French
Sea : Are we drifting toward these stars ?
Ens. John Sea
::monitoring commercial traffic, hmm....::
Nefani
@ No... he is sleeping along with the others.
Capt. French
Maguire : Have a full sec detachment ready ... I have a bad feeling about that ...
Ens. John Sea
CO: no sir, however Starfleet Weathernet has upgraded the ion activity in the system to small craft warning
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  It appears that she is humanoid, but of no known race identified as yet in our database.
Capt. French
Sea : Ok .. let me know if they upgrade again ...
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::looks at Nefani and wonders how the Cnslr wishes to proceed::
Cnslr. Rockman
::still scanning the Link::
Capt. French
Walters : Try to run a DNA strain related .. maybe we could find a high homology potential to lead us somewhere
Ens. John Sea
CO: small commercial traffic is being re-routed to different space
Ens. Marin Walters
::retunes the transporter frequencies in an attempt to extract more information::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Aye, sir.
Ens. Marin Walters
::slaves into Science console to gain more information::
Capt. French
Sea : Do you still have remote control on the shuttle the AT used ?
Ens. John Sea
::hmm,  couple of those freighters have gotten bounced around pretty good::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I think I'm onto something....
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Cnslr: We need to investigate these strange reading, I suggest you hurry at what you are doing.
Ens. John Sea
CO: Aye Sir, slaved into the helm
Cnslr. Rockman
::frowns with frustration at not being able to gain more access::
Capt. French
Sea ; Bring her back ... I don't want to loose it.
Capt. French
:: Ears perk at Walters last sentence ::
Nefani
@ Do you want me to take you to the Guardian?
Ens. John Sea
CO: Aye, retrieving shuttle, preparing hanger doors
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Still working on it, let me just....  ::tweaks a few more parameters.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Yes, would you do that?
Cnslr. Rockman
@Maguire: I'm going to try to set the Tricorder on auto.  We may go in a few seconds...
Capt. French
Sea : Bring her back but have her ready for scramble take of if needed .... just in case we loose the transporter. lock
Ens. Marin Walters
CO:  The scans of the ship indicate that it could not have traveled far; warp capability very limited, sir.
Capt. French
Walters : Take your time ... but find me something we can work on.
Ens. John Sea
CO: Aye, positioning her now, shuttle is secured
Cnslr. Rockman
::sets the Tricorder on auto and sets it down to scan:: ::turns to Maguire::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain: Aye.
Capt. French
:: Nods to Sea ::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::looks at the counselor:: Counselor: are you ready?
Cnslr. Rockman
@Maguire: lets go see those Guardians.
Ens. John Sea
CO: Ion disturbance is gaining strength from the binary star's discharge and has been upgraded to a low-level storm
Nefani
@ ::Stands by... waiting for the two officers with the nice grey uniforms to come::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::nods:: Nefani: would you lead the way please?
Nefani
@ ::Doesn't say anything and turns out of the Heart and down another corridor.::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::walks behind Nefani, scanning::
Ens. John Sea
CO: medium craft warning, navigational hazard 
Capt. French
Sea : Ok .. let the AT knows about that .. any idea on the speed of deterioration ? How long do they have if the perturbation keeps growing at the same speed ?
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Scans indicate only one planet within range of the ship that could support the life type exhibited by Nefani.
Cnslr. Rockman
@::trying to keep up::
Ens. John Sea
CO: will calculate and advise
Capt. French
Walters : Any archive on the said planet ?
Nefani
@ ::Walks for awhile and enters a turbo-lift of some sort::
Capt. French
Sea : Acknowledged.
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  It is two hours away at full impulse.  Sir:  It is known to be inhabited, but little Federation contact with it.
Cnslr. Rockman
@::follows Nefani into TL watching closely::
Lt. Kat Maguire
#CO: We are following the girl, she is going to take us to see the Guardians.
Ens. John Sea
@AT: Callisto reporting, be advised a low level ion storm is heading our way
Nefani
@ Once the door opens I can't go any further.
Capt. French
Walters : Can we set up a tractor beam onto this ship ?
Ens. Marin Walters
CO:  Ready on your mark with that, sir.
Cnslr. Rockman
@Nefani: why not?
Lt. Kat Maguire
#Callisto: Acknowledged
Nefani
@ ::presses panel the lift begins to move::
Lt. Winston
::;ready to adjust power to the tractor beam if needed::::
Capt. French
MA {#} Acknowledged ... have you noted the FCO weather update ?
Nefani
@ I am not allowed into the Guardian Section.
Capt. French
Walters : Ok ....
Lt. Kat Maguire
#CO: Aye sir
Ens. Marin Walters
::continues scanning the ship, looking to pin down the details of the Guardians::
Cnslr. Rockman
@Nefani: is that because you're not a Guardian?
Ens. John Sea
::calculating storm intercept and speed::
Ens. Marin Walters
::readjust frequencies once again, trying to find that energy source::
Capt. French
Ma : {#} Maguire .. we might have located Nefani's homeworld ... would she agree us to tow her ship toward this planet if that allow us to avoid the storm ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::places Tricorder back in belt and adjusts phaser to heavy stun::
Ens. John Sea
::parabolic course charted on navigational display, receiving data::
Capt. French
Sea : Is the planet located by Walters out of the Storm Path ?
Nefani
@ Yes, and because I'm a child.  As far as I know only the Captain is allowed in the Guardian Section.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@#CO: Let me find out.
Cnslr. Rockman
@::looks at Maguire to see what the response will be::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::nods at Nefani::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: there is a really bad storm, do you think it would be all right if our ship towed your ship out of it's way?
Ens. John Sea
CO: Yes Captain, at present, however these phenomena are notoriously unpredictable and capriciously destructive
Nefani
@ Storm?  In Space?
Capt. French
Sea : Will have to take our chance if Nefani agrees.
Lt. Winston
::checks engineering computer to make sure we have enough power to sustain tractor beam if we encounter storm:::
Capt. French
Sea; Plot a course to take us there .. Max speed allowed with Nefani's ship in Tractor beam
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Yes, it's a storm, but none other like you have ever seen before, we can safely tow this ship to safety.
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Sir, it is odd; I only detect life signs from the AT and Nefani, and an undefined energy source on the ship.  Is it possible these Guardians are energy forms of some sort?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Our lives and the lives of everyone on board are in danger
Ens. John Sea
CO: Aye, course plotted and projected on main viewer, do you wish to tow the alien vessel at warp?
Cnslr. Rockman
@Nefani: Does the Captain of your ship sleep here?  With the Guardians?
Nefani
@ If we are in danger, the Guardians will take care of it.
Ens. Marin Walters
::goes to work on that hypothesis without waiting on an answer, intrigued at the possibility::
Nefani
@ No, the Captain sleeps with everyone else.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::thinks::
Ens. Marin Walters
::taps keys, looking for the possibilities::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::turns to Maguire:: Maybe we should see the Captain.  I might be able to revive him/her through my Tricorder.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::turns her back to Nefani and taps comm. badge:: #Maguire to Callisto.....Nefani seems to think that the Guardians will handle the storm and that they are in no danger.
Capt. French
Walters : I just even wonders if Nefani herself is anything else but a kind of projection .... clever enough to fiddle our sensors and scan ... ... her configuration seems to evaluate as she starts to know us ..as if she wanted to be what WE want her to be ....
Lt. Winston
Capt. we have a comm. signal form Lt. Kat M
Nefani
@ You can't wake anyone... they will wake up in time.  If you wake them up before their time they get old real fast and die.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Cnslr: Do you think that will work>
Lt. Kat Maguire
?
Ens. John Sea
CO: Ion storm's event horizon is expanding, characterized by sporadic ionic discharge and a swirling gaseous maw
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Interesting thought.  So how to see through the ghost, if that is what she is?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::can't have that happening::
Lt. Winston
:::patching comm. call though:::
Ens. Marin Walters
CO:  And why the game?  If it's a charade, then there must be a purpose to keeping us here...
Ens. John Sea
CO: Do we know if the alien ship can be towed at warp?
Cnslr. Rockman
@Nefani: then what happens if your ship ran into trouble and the Guardians couldn’t help?
Capt. French
Walters : Try to invert our scans beams .. try to think the OTHER way ... and see if that any kind of effect ... scan for ... I don't know ... a silicium based life form for instance.
Nefani
:: A low-level Ionic Deflection shield begins to form around the Ship, successfully protecting it from the Storm::
Ens. Marin Walters
::turns to checking the scanners for indications of threats, other ships::
Ens. Marin Walters
CO:  Aye, sir.
Nefani
@ We'd be taken home...
Capt. French
Sea : You'll have to see that with Winston ...
Lt. Winston
:::::notices slight power fluctuation::::
Cnslr. Rockman
@Nefani: and how would that happen?
Ens. Marin Walters
::Punches keys, looking to implement the captain's suggestions, inverted thinking is somewhat beyond her::
Ens. John Sea
Captain: the Alien ship is developing an ionic deflector, that’s amazing
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::turns to Nefani and listens to the Cnslr's words;::
Ens. John Sea
amazing
Capt. French
Sea; Will that protect us as well ?
Nefani
@ I do not know, but the Guardians can do it.  I've only seen it happen once... the Guardians brought a ship home when it got into too much trouble.
Ens. John Sea
Captain: unknown?
Ens. Marin Walters
::repolarizes the scanners::
Lt. Winston
Capt.: power cant support the tractor beam and increased shield in the storm sir
Cnslr. Rockman
@Nefani: do the Guardians wake up and control the ship?
Capt. French
Sea : Ok .. then see with Winston to set up a shield for us as well but keep our relative position to Nefani's ship.
Ens. John Sea
CO: at present it is limited to the Alien ship
Nefani
@ They never sleep.
Ens. Marin Walters
::modifies the scanners to scan for non-traditional lifeforms::
Capt. French
Winston : Priority to the ship safety ... 
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::w:: Cnslr: Do we dare disturb the Guardians?
Cnslr. Rockman
@::whispers to Maguire:: What kind of energy reading are you getting from the Guardians?
Lt. Winston
Capt.; aye aye sir.. what about the AT?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::w:: Cnslr: Very strong readings
Capt. French
Winston : For now we will wait until the last safety limit to raise the shield ... warn me at minus one minute.
Ens. John Sea
Lt. Winston: Sir, do we have enough power to stabilize our position with the engines as well as the shields when the storm hits?
Nefani
@ :: The Door to the lift finally opens::  Here we are...
Lt. Winston
::: keeping an eye on power allocation::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::peers out::
Lt. Winston
Ens sea: I don’t think so...
Cnslr. Rockman
@Maguire: kind of like high level life energy, or strong mental energy?
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I detect traces of Sporo-cistian life forms aboard the alien ship
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Cnslr: Both
Capt. French
{#} Ma : We're facing a potential problem here ... the storm is closing and we might have to raise our shield ... hurry up or ask Nefani if her ship can extend it's own shield to encircle us .
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::shows his the Tricorder readings::
Nefani
@ This is the Guardian Section.
Ens. John Sea
CO: storm is becoming violent upgraded to Starship warning, all traffic has been re-routed away from our system
Cnslr. Rockman
@::turns back to Nefani:: nods at Maguire:: Nefani, who is controlling the ship right now?
Capt. French
Walters : .... startling ... the scans are now showing you what you were looking for ... please let Maguire know of that .. now.
Ens. Marin Walters
CO:  Aye
Capt. French
Sea : Acknowledged.
Nefani
@ The Computer... and the Guardians help when the computer can't handle it.  
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Do you know if your ship can extend it's shields to protect our ship?
Ens. John Sea
::watches as asteroids are being pulverized as storm passes through field::
Nefani
@ I don't know.
Lt. Winston
::: still eyeing power distribution:::
Capt. French
{#} Maguire : Please acknowledged last comm. .
Ens. Marin Walters
{#} Maguire:  We're detecting traces of Sporo-cistian lifeforms aboard the ship
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::nods:: #CO: The girl doesn't know if the shields can be extended.
Ens. John Sea
::so much for this system's asteroid field, more like a pebble path now...:::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::walks into the Guardian's chamber and looks for someone/thing to talk to::
Lt. Winston
::checks to see if comm. signals are a-ok:::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@#Walters: Acknowledged
Capt. French
{#} Ma : We will have to beam you back if nothing changes soon.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::follows the Counselor::
Capt. French
Walters : What about the locks ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@#CO: we are close to finding the Guardians, I hate to leave now
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Still maintaining; a little difficult with the storms, but we'll get them.
Nefani
@ I'll be here in the lift if you need me.  ::The Door closes::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::concentrates very hard and "thinks"  HELLO?::
Lt. Winston
Capt. the storm is getting closer.... I’m gonna have to disengage the tractor soon
Ens. John Sea
CO: 20 minutes to impact
Capt. French
XO : Any suggestion ... do we let Ma investigate while we raise our shields ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::turns around with Tricorder taking readings;:
Capt. French
Winston : Ok ... advise me when we REALLY have to disengage
Ens. Marin Walters
::fiddles to maintain lock on all::
Ens. John Sea
::watching storm devouring objects in path::
Lt. Winston
Capt.; Aye aye
Nefani
@ ::An aged woman comes around the corner, she is of the same race as Nefani::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::get a really strong reading:: Cnslr: This way
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::looks at woman::
Capt. French
Ma {#} : Ma .. your call ... we have less than 15 min left ... if you don't make any progress I'll have you beamed back
Lt. Winston
Capt.; I suspect we have another 10 mins before we need the power here
Capt. French
Winston : Ack.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@#CO: Thank you, sir.
Cnslr. Rockman
@Maguire: Wait!  Look...
Nefani
@ :: She is holding something like a PADD in her hands and it consulting it::
Capt. French
Sea : How much time left before we have to raise shields ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::looks::
Ens. John Sea
CO: we will experience shock waves before the storm hits
Cnslr. Rockman
@::"thinks:: CAN YOU HEAR ME?::
Capt. French
Sea : ETA ?
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  Lock still maintained; scans also indicate no other ships in the vicinity.
Ens. John Sea
8 min to shockwaves then another 2 to impact
Cnslr. Rockman
@::directing thoughts at the woman::
Capt. French
Walters : Ok ... it's up to Maguire now .. I want you to confirm the locks on the AT ... this is paramount ... re route all power needed to this effect.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Cnslr: We need to hurry, the Captain is going to beam us out in less than ten minutes.
Nefani
@ ::Completely ignores the AT until almost on top of them::
Lt. Winston
Capt.: we have another 5-6 minutes be fore we need to disengage and re route power
Capt. French
Sea : Ok .. call it by 2 mins.
Nefani
@ Who are you?  What are you doing here?
Ens. John Sea
::watching as 3rd planet in system takes a beating, losing atmosphere
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Doing all I can, and then some.
Cnslr. Rockman
@Woman; Hello?
Ens. John Sea
6 min to shockwaves
Lt. Winston
::: trying to get more power::::
Ens. John Sea
CO: suggest yellow alert
Nefani
@ You aren't part of the crew.
Capt. French
Walters : I know .. that was just for the records :: Smiles ::
Ens. Marin Walters
Lt. Winston:  I need all possible power available for recovering the AT. 
Cnslr. Rockman
@Woman: we've come to see the guardians
Capt. French
Sea : Agreed ... bring us t Yellow alert.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Madam: we are from the USS Callisto, a Federation Star Ship, here to help you.
Nefani
@ The Guardians....  why?
Cnslr. Rockman
@woman: you're ship is in danger and so is ours.
Capt. French
{#} Ma : 6 min left.
Ens. Marin Walters
::frowns at Captain, when he's not looking::
Ens. John Sea
All Decks answer Yellow Alert...this is NOT a drill
Lt. Kat Maguire
@#CO: Acknowledged, sir.
Capt. French
{Alert}
Old Woman
@ The ship isn't in danger.
Ens. Marin Walters
::moves to Yellow Alert::
Lt. Winston
::: rerouting power from housing decks to shields:::
Ens. John Sea
4 min to shockwaves
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::W:: Counselor: We have six minutes left.
Cnslr. Rockman
@woman: an ion storm is approaching.  Your ship has protected itself.. We wish to ask if you could protect ours as well.
Lt. Winston
Capt.: I want to disengage one minute prior to shockwave to be able to reroute enough power:::
Old Woman
@ We can't do that... we don't even know you.
Ens. John Sea
CO: the storm is drawing power from some of the main engines, it seems to be attracted to them
Ens. Marin Walters
::listens to all the comments being thrown at the captain::
Ens. John Sea
2 min to shockwaves
Lt. Winston
::: rerouting power from weapons to shields:::::
Capt. French
Winston : Ok ... see that with Walters and Sea ...
Cnslr. Rockman
@woman: I have also found that your power grid is malfunctioning.  Maybe we could trade?
Ens. Marin Walters
::speaks to all on bridge:: I've got a steady lock.
Ens. John Sea
CO: engines down to 85%
Capt. French
MA ; {#} We have to beam you back in 30 sec.
Old Woman
@ The power grid is malfunctioning? ::Mutters to herself and heads off back down the corridor::
Capt. French
Sea : Acknowledged .... try to keep us on top .
Ens. John Sea
...brace for 1st wave of shockwaves in 10, 9...
Lt. Kat Maguire
@#CO: Can you delay?
Cnslr. Rockman
@Maguire: let's get out of here!
Capt. French
Walters : Get ready to have them back on my mark.
Capt. French
Ma {#} : NO .. not without leaving you aboard this ship.
Ens. Marin Walters
CO: Aye, sir.  ::finger poised::
Lt. Winston
Capt.: we need to disengage ASAP get the AT back soon sir
Lt. Kat Maguire
@#CO: We are ready now to be beamed back.
Ens. John Sea
CO: right full rudder coming about, protecting the engines
Ens. John Sea
IMPACT
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::Stands ready to beam out::
Ens. John Sea
CO: engines down to 64%
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO: Sir, we're ready!
Capt. French
Walters : Now ... beam them back
Ens. Marin Walters
::engages::  {transporter}
Ens. John Sea
::holds on to console, steering into the storm::
Capt. French
Winston : Raise shields.
Lt. Winston
::rerouting all power to shields::::
Old Woman
:: The Ionic Deflector's power increases, encompassing the Callisto inadvertently, also protecting it from the storm::
Lt. Winston
:::sees lights flicker::::
Capt. French
Sea : Try to keep our relative position
Ens. John Sea
CO: Main impact, now
Lt. Kat Maguire
::back on board::
Cnslr. Rockman
::materializes in TR and slumps against the wall in disappointment::
Capt. French
Walters : Open Comm. Channel with Nefani
Ens. Marin Walters
CO: Aye
Ens. Marin Walters
::opens channel::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks over to the Counselor:: Are you all right?
Ens. Marin Walters
{#} Nefani:  Callisto here; respond
Capt. French
{#} Maguire : You're Ok ?
Ens. John Sea
::holding her steady, drawing power from the batteries, left full rudder, all engines astern::
Cnslr. Rockman
Maguire: if I had just a few more minutes...
Capt. French
:: Looks at Sea and realizes that his FCO is actually enjoying it ! ::
Lt. Kat Maguire
{#} CO: Yes, we are all right, be up on the bridge in two mins.
Capt. French
{#} Ma : Waiting for you
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks at the Cnslr:: Cnslr: it was not to be.
Capt. French
Walters : Any answer to our hail ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
Counselor: we are expected on the bridge, let's go.
Ens. John Sea
We are clear of the phenomena, the Alien ship's shields have protected us we are off course since I wasn't expecting that
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  No, I'll retail..
Ens. Marin Walters
{#} Nefani:  Callisto, please respond.
Capt. French
Sea : Then replace us ... :: Grins ::
Cnslr. Rockman
::follows Maguire to the bridge::
Lt. Winston
::does re allocation of power back to status quo::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::heads out of TR and to the bridge:;
Ens. John Sea
CO: Aye, we have returned to nominal position
Capt. French
Sea : Good job ...
Lt. Kat Maguire
::enters the bridge:: CO: reporting
Ens. Marin Walters
::runs systems check:: Captain:  Tac and SCI appear at operational efficiency 98%; no major damage.
Ens. John Sea
::like to get my hands on that ship::
Cnslr. Rockman
::arrives on the bridge and takes the Cnslr's seat::
Capt. French
Ma, Walters, Rockman : Briefing now ... :: Stands up and heads toward the RR ::
Ens. John Sea
::storm has passed::
Cnslr. Rockman
::runs over seat's console and gets update::
Capt. French
Sea : You have the bridge .
Lt. Kat Maguire
::heads for RR::
Ens. John Sea
Aye
Capt. French
:: Heads towards R ::
Ens. Marin Walters
::turns Tac/SCI over to seconds and follows captain::
Old Woman
:: With the storm passed, the Ionic Deflector drops ::
Cnslr. Rockman
::jumps up and jogs to RR::
Ens. John Sea
::moves to chair::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::stands at attention::
Capt. French
:: Enters RR ::
Capt. French
All : At Ease and take a seat.
Ens. Marin Walters
::follows, and chooses a chair, standing::
Ens. John Sea
::kind of comfy::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::takes a seat::
Lt. Winston
::places shields @ minimal and goes ship wide power check:::
Ens. Marin Walters
::at captain's words, takes a seat::
Cnslr. Rockman
::sits down::
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: is it true that we were protected by their shields?
Lt. Kat Maguire
::sees the CO leave the room to freshen up::
Ens. Marin Walters
::looks at other officers, wondering what this portends::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::goes over Tricorder readings so she can form a report::
Ens. John Sea
All stations report status to bridge
Ens. Marin Walters
::hates when a CO calls them in, and then leaves::
Cnslr. Rockman
::looks up from PADD to find the CO not there.  Feels embarrassed::
Ens. Marin Walters
::hears Sea's page, and checks with her subordinates::
Lt. Winston
::: runs over comm. system check and pings Federation time buoys::
Ens. Marin Walters
#Sea:  Tac and Science are well above minimum operational efficiency.
Cnslr. Rockman
::turns to Walters:: Marin, did that ship get it's shields around us?
Old Woman
<<<<< PAUSE GAME >>>>>
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